3 Season Protection Tent

Protect your plants from chilly weather and pests with our 3 Season Protection Tent. The kit includes a frame, greenhouse cover and insect netting. Easy, no-tools assembly.

Parts List
(2) 33 ½” Tubes 1
(15) 22 ¾” Tubes 2
(8) 21” Tubes 3
(8) 24” Curved Tubes 4
(1) Greenhouse Cover
(1) Insect Cover

Assembly

Important: When assembling the frame, make sure to fully seat each Tube into the Connectors and Corners. The Covers will fit snugly when all parts are fully seated.

Step 1. Identify and organize all parts on a clean, level surface.

NOTE: The Corners, Connectors and Tubes are marked with their letters and numbers to make assembly easier.

Step 2. Referring to Figure 1, assemble the bottom of the frame using the four 3-Way Corners D, two Tubes 1 and six Tubes 2. Orient all the Corners so that the open sockets are facing up after assembly.

Step 3. Insert eight Tubes 3 into the empty sockets of the Corners and Connectors in the bottom of the Frame (Figure 1).

Step 4. Slide four Connectors A and four Connectors C onto the tops of the Tubes 3, as shown in Figure 2. Insert six Tubes 2 between them.

Step 5. Insert the Curved Tubes 4 into the openings on the attached Connectors A and C (Figure 3). Insert the remaining Connectors between the Curved Tubes.

Step 6. Insert the remaining Tubes 2 between the A and C Connectors. The frame assembly is complete.

Step 7. Choose a Cover and place it over the Frame. Important: Unzip all zippers on the Cover before fitting it over the assembled frame. Failure to do so will cause the Cover to rip or fit improperly. Tie the Cover to the frame using the attached ribbons.

Care and Use
• To keep a door open, unzip and roll the door upward. Use the ribbons at the top of the door to secure it.
• Install Extra-Tall Earth Staples (sold separately) over the bottom tubes of the frame to anchor it to the ground.
• When your crops bloom, remove the Cover or roll up the doors to allow access for pollinating insects, if your crops require it.
• Remove the Greenhouse Cover and Insect Netting before expected snow or ice accumulation. The covers are not designed for use in winter conditions.
• When not in use, dry all parts thoroughly, disassemble and store under cover.